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Question 4

You have started a UROP in the behavioral genetics department at the University of
Monterrey in Mexico.  For your first assignment, your advisor asks you to figure out the
genetics of a particular species of honeybee that has just been discovered- a red killer
bee!

To begin your studies, you cross this true breeding red killer bee with the local true
breeding blue gentle bee.  The F1 progeny show the following phenotype:

54 red "feisty" bees

You have characterized the disposition as such:

gentle: will ignore humans and simply gather pollen
killer: will attack and sting without provocation
feisty: will approach humans threateningly, but will not sting

a) Write the genotypes of the F0 parental types and the F1 progeny.

(Be sure to indicate which particular phenotype corresponds to each parental genotype.)
Use "H" and "h" as your symbols for the alleles of the gene conveying color or hue and "D
and d" as your symbols for alleles of the gene for disposition.

F0

F1

b) You want to determine if the gene for hue is linked to the gene involved in disposition.
You decide to set up a test cross for the F1. Indicate the genotypes of the strains you
choose for the cross:

c) Using your chosen strains indicate the ratio of genotypes and phenotypes of the progeny
if the traits are NOT linked.
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a) Write the genotypes of the F0 parental types and the F1 progeny. 
 
F0 HHDD (red killer) X hhdd (blue gentle) 
F1 HhDd (red feisty) 
 
b) HhDd X hhdd (the red feisty F1 against a pure breeding blue gentle bee) 
 
 
c) Using your chosen strains indicate the ratio of genotypes and phenotypes of the 
progeny if the traits are NOT linked. 
1 red feisty (HhDd) : 1 red gentle (Hhdd) : 1 blue feisty (hhDd) : 1 blue gentle 
(hhdd)
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